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New Jersey LFN 2012-10 Packet Check List 

 Contract Documents Screenshot 

 Page from solicitation that indicates Lead Agency and issuance of solicitation on 

behalf of themselves, U.S. Communities and agencies nationally 

 New Jersey Business Registration Certificate for the contractor and any 

subcontractors (i.e., copy of certificate) 

 Statement of Corporate Ownership (an original form prepared for the 

contracting agency awarding the contract) 

Public Contract EEO Compliance (Employee Information Report form or proof of 

participation in a federally approved affirmative action program 

 Non-collusion affidavit 

Soft or Hard cost savings benchmark 

 Solicitation Posting Documents 

 Award and Evaluation Criteria from solicitation 

 Bid opening and late submission policy from solicitation 

 Notice of Intent to Award---Sample 

 Disclosure of Investment Activities in Iran 

New Jersey LFN 2012-10 Packet 

National cooperative contract standards: The following three requirements make a contract part of 

a national cooperative: 

a. The national cooperative contract must have been awarded through a “competitive 

biddingprocess” that complies with the laws covering the issuing entity. In this context, a 

“competitive bidding process” requires open competition, or competition among those qualified or 

pre-qualified, submission of bids, and awarded pursuant to a “lowest responsible”, “most 

advantageous to the public entity, price and other factors considered”, or other similar standard 

employed by a public entity. This excludes contract awards based on unadvertised, “invitation 

only,” negotiated, local preference, or sole source procurement practices. 
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b. The contract being awarded pursuant to the national cooperative model must have 

beenawarded by a contracting unit as defined in c. 139, and cannot have been awarded by a non-

profit or private organization, even if a member of the cooperative. Stated differently, Chapter 139 

only permits contracting units to access national cooperative contracts that were solicited by 

another “contracting unit” as defined by the statute. 

c. The original bid must have been advertised as a national cooperative contract (or a 

regionalcontract that includes New Jersey in its region) – not as a strictly local contract that is 

made “national” or “regional” after the receipt of bids. This is required so that vendors that bid on 

these contracts know the scope of government agencies outside of the issuing agency that could 

potentially use the contract. Such information can affect pricing and the range of bidders. 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank 

Pages 3 & 4 DCA LFN 2012-10 

1. SCREENSHOT OF CONTRACT DOCUMENT PAGE NOTING ALL 

CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED 

Figure 1- Contract Page- U.S. Communities http://www.uscommunities.org/suppliers/ricoh/ricoh-contract/ 
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2. RFP COVER PAGE INDICATING FAIRFAX COUNTY’S ISSUANCE OF 

SOLICIATION WAS ON BEHALF OF U.S. COMMUNITIES AND 

AGENCIES NATIONALLY 
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Documenation requirements: The contracting unit must verify that vendors on a national 

cooperative contract comply with applicable New Jersey procurement documentation 

requirements. For example, vendors will need to comply with the following New Jersey laws by 

submitting the required forms to the New Jersey contracting unit as if the contract was originally 

awarded by that contracting unit: 

Figure2-CoverPage-RFP200000064 
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i. New Jersey Business Registration Certificate for the contractor and any sub-contractors 

(i.e.,copy of certificate) 

ii. Statement of Corporate Ownership (an original form prepared for the contracting 

agencyawarding the contract) 

iii. Public Contract EEO Compliance (Employee Information Report form or proof ofparticipation 

in a federally approved affirmative action program) 

iv. A non-collusion affidavit (only if required by a local unit) 

Page 4, DCA LFN 2012-10 

1. REQUIRED DOCUMENTATOIN 

a. NEW JERSEY BUSINESS REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE 

 
b. NEW JERSEY STATEMENT OF CORPORATE OWNERSHIP 

Figure 3-7 - Ricoh Statement of Corporate Ownership 
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c. PUBLIC EEO COMPLIANCE 

Figure 4 - Ricoh's NJ Issuance of Certificate of Employee Information Report 
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2. THE NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT SHOULD HAVE BEEN EXECUTED

DURING THE SOLICIATION PROCESS

…Nonetheless, the statute still requires “cost savings” be demonstrated in some fashion. 

Suggested methods of demonstrating cost-savings include. 

i. Comparing current State contract pricing, available to other government entities, to that of

theproposed national cooperative.

ii. Comparing pricing for comparable goods or services under the contracting unit’s

currentcontracts or contracts available to it (i.e., New Jersey government based cooperative

purchasing programs) to that of the proposed national cooperative..

iii. Comparing recently procured comparable contracts entered by other public entities to that ofthe

proposed national cooperative.

Figure5-page61-FairfaxCountyRFP#200000064-Exhibit1 
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Other factors that should be considered as part of the analysis of whether there is a cost-savings. 

iv. The ability to avoid the cost and time of a separate procurement 

v. Lower minimum purchase requirements at a lower price that allows for the public entity 

topurchase the needed quantities and avoid storage costs. 

vi. Additional costs which have been factored in before contract award, such as: 

a. Administrative cost factors required to participate in the cooperative agreement 

b. Shipping costs, if any 

c. Vendor rebates 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank 

Page 5, DCA LFN 2012-10 

1. RICOH’S CONTRACT BENCHMARK 

MFD Benchmark versus T-2075. 
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IT and Services Benchmark 

In the absence of a sample benchmark contract by which to compare prices, and due to the wide 

variety of offerings available under Ricoh’s U.S. Communities contract, the following proposed 

soft cost analysis is recommended as a way to show the cost of procurement via the bid process 

versus purchasing directly from the U.S. Communities contract: 

It is estimated that an IT purchaser would spend ____ hours putting together a bid for technology 

purchases, which would include developing the scope of work, identifying the specifications, and 

compiling the bid package. Additionally, it is estimated that ____ hours would be required to post 

the bid, respond to questions from vendors, evaluate the bid responses, and award the contract. 

Therefore, the total estimated time to complete a technology purchase by putting it out to bid is 

estimated at ____ hours. 

According to a News Release dated 3/12/13 from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ecec.pdf), total compensation costs for state and 

local government workers averaged $41.94 per hour. If ____ hours are required to complete a 
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technology purchase, and if the average hourly rate is $41.94, then the total cost of procuring 

technology through the bid process is $_______. 

Conversely, it is estimated that an IT purchaser would spend ____ hours to complete the steps 

necessary to access the U.S. Communities contract per the Department of Consumer Affairs Local 

Finance Notice 2012-10, which includes compiling the required documentation and posting a 

Notice of Intent to Award. Once the requirements are met, the IT purchaser would procure 

products and services directly from the contract and would no longer have to go through the bid or 

contract approval process. 

If ____ hours are required to access the U.S. Communities contract, and if the average hourly rate 

is $41.94, then the total cost of procuring technology through the U.S. Communities contract is 

$______. 

By using the U.S. Communities contract, it is estimated that IT purchasers would save 

$_________. 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank 

Page 5, DCA LFN 2012-10 

…“Fair and open process" means, at a minimum, that the contract shall be: 

i. Publicly advertised in newspapers or on the Internet website maintained by the public entity in 

sufficient time to give notice in advance of the contract; ii. Awarded under a process that 

provides for public solicitation of proposals or qualifications; iii. Awarded and disclosed under 

criteria established in writing by the public entity prior to the solicitation of proposals or 

qualifications; and iv. Publicly opened and announced when awarded. 

The above criteria can be verified and demonstrated therefore the following requirements are not 

needed… 
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…In most cases this standard would be met by obtaining information from the issuing agency or 

national cooperative administrator about the bidding process that was used. If the bidding process 

did not meet the above definition of a “fair and open” process, the vendor would have to submit a 

Business Entity Disclosure Certificate (BED-C) and Political Contribution Disclosure (PCD) form 

to the contracting unit as required by pay-to-play laws. 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank 

Page 6, DCA LFN 2012-10 

1. SUPPLIERS SHOULD PROVIDE THE POSTING DOCUMENTS THAT ARE 

AVAILABLE ON YOUR MICRO SITE VIA THE U.S. COMMUNITIES WEBSITE 

Posting File for RFP 20000064: 

 
Postings_RFP_20000 

00264.pdf 

Figure 6 -RFP Posting Listings from U.S. Communities Contract Page 
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2. THE CRITERIA FOR AWARD AND EVALUATION FROM THE FAIRFAX 

COUNTY SOLICIATION 

 

Figure7-Page5-RFP200000064-U.S.Communities 

Figure8-Page19-RFP20000064-SpecialProvisions 
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Figure 9 - Page 50 - RFP 20000064 - Special Provisions 

 

…There is no need for such notices when a contracting unit joins or uses another authorized New 

Jersey cooperative contract. The advised notice practices include the contracting unit providing 

notice of its intent 

“Notice of Intent to Award a Contract under a National Cooperative Purchasing Agreement”: 

i. Name of the entity that awarded the contract ii. Title of contract (description of the contract, 

i.e., office supplies) iii. A web link to where the contract can be viewed online 

iv. Length of contract (must be consistent with length of public contracts law regulating 

thecontracting unit) 

v. A statement naming the vendor to whom the contracting unit intends to award the contractvi. 

A statement of the authority under which the contract is being awarded; generally this will be 

N.J.S.A. 52:34-6.2(b)(3) vii. A notice of when the comment period ends 

Page s 7 DCA LFN 2012-10 

3. PULL LANGUAGE FROM THE SOLICITATION THAT DISCUSSES THE BID 

OPENING AND LATE POLICY 

Figure10-Page20-RFP200000064-SpecialProvisions 
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Figure 11 - Page 50 - RFP 20000064 - Special Provisions 

 

…There is no need for such notices when a contracting unit joins or uses another authorized New 

Jersey cooperative contract. The advised notice practices include the contracting unit providing 

notice of its intent 

“Notice of Intent to Award a Contract under a National Cooperative Purchasing Agreement”: 

i. Name of the entity that awarded the contract ii. Title of contract (description of the contract, 

i.e., office supplies) iii. A web link to where the contract can be viewed online 

iv. Length of contract (must be consistent with length of public contracts law regulating 

thecontracting unit) 

v. A statement naming the vendor to whom the contracting unit intends to award the contractvi. 

A statement of the authority under which the contract is being awarded; generally this will be 

N.J.S.A. 52:34-6.2(b)(3) vii. A notice of when the comment period ends 

1. THE AGENCY SHOULD COPY AND PASTE THIS NOTICE AND POST FOR 10 

DAYS 

Notice of Intent to Award Contract under a Naitonal Cooperative Purchasing Agreement – 

INSERT PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES BEING CONTRACTED 

The INSERT AGENCY NAME intends to participate in the County of Fairfax, VA contract for 
Multifunction Devices, Managed Print Services and Other Related Products and 
ServicesNumber 4400003732 to purchase INSERT PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES BEING 

CONTRACTED through the U.S. Communities Government Purchasing Alliance (“U.S. 

Communities”). 

Information regarding the contract may be found on the U.S. Communities website at: 

www.uscommunities.org/suppliers/ricoh/ricoh-contract/ . 

The INSERT AGENCY NAME anticipates joining the U.S. Communities contract ON INSERT 

DATE. The current County of Fairfax term for contract #4400003732 is 2/11/2013-6/30/2016. 

It is the intent of the INSERT TITLE to make a contract award to RICOH (THROUGH RICOH USA 

OR DEALER NAME) pursuant to the proposal submitted in response to the County of Fairfax 

RFP. 

INSERT AGENCY NAME is permitted to join national cooperative purchasing agreements under 

the authority of N.J.S.A. 52:34-6.2(b)(3). 

Comment period ends INSERT DATE 10 BUSINESS DAYS FROM PUBLICATION. 

Disclosure of Investment Activities in Iran 
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Figure 12 - Ricoh's Iran Disclosure Document to the State of NJ 

 


